
Tickets are available by visiting our website at recreatenature.com/tour-ticket.html 

 ature’s Re-Creations invites you to experience an elegant evening immersed  
           in the tranquil sounds of nature, back-lit by moonlight and underwater lights. 

Be sure to join us for this unforgettable evening. The tour is self-guided and an excellent 
opportunity to experience some of the area’s most beautiful outdoor retreats at your leisure.  
The tour will end with mingling and refreshments for a fun and relaxing evening. 

10TH ANNUAL

http://recreatenature.com/tour-ticket.html


STOP #1 | Zip Code 63117 | 5:45 – 6:45 P.M.
This wonderful 10' x 12' pond boasts an 8' stream and waterfall.  The feature is nestled into a corner of the yard that is surrounded by 
evergreen trees that set the stage for the natural setting.  Beautiful weathered limestone boulders adorn the feature and make it appear as 
if it has always been there. The ledge rock feeding stone allows for easy access to view the pond as well as a great way to feed the fish.  The 
covered patio & fireplace is a perfect place to enjoy the space during all times of the year as the sounds of the waterfall fill the space.  Park  
in front of the home and walk to the right side of the house to access this exceptional water feature.
 
STOP #2 | Zip Code 63119 | 6:30 – 7:30 P.M.
This very unique 45’ x 50’ recreational pond with an 8’ deep section provides the perfect place to take a refreshing dip off the jumping rock 
on a hot summer’s day.  Weathered sandstone boulders create a beautiful framework for this feature.  The pond has a large wetland filter and 
several waterfalls that immerse you in a symphony of cascading waterfall sounds.  A beautiful set of ledge rock steps provides easy entry and 
exit from the pond.  Fish, plants and many other features in the surrounding garden set the scene for this aquatic oasis.  A gas fire pit, flag-
stone patio and gas tiki torches make this a haven in the evening to enjoy this space.   This feature has never been on tour and this is the first 
time it has ever been shown to the public.  This was one of the first viral videos that Greg Wittstock 'The Pond Guy' ever had gone viral in his 
early days of vlogging.  Come see this incredible creation that stretches the imagination of what possibilities there are with water gardening.
 
STOP #3 | Zip Code 63127 | 7:15 – 8:15 P.M.
This custom pondless waterfall was created in place of an old pond & waterfall that were removed.  The waterfall is approximately 20’ wide 
and over 28’ long, with a total elevation change of 13’ and the first 10’ of it was over a 1 to 1 slope. It has 2 Signature 6000 Biofalls filters 
that start the feature, 3 pumps, 2 pondless vault boxes and over 48 tons of massive Missouri weathered limestone moss rock.  The waterfall 
is positioned in a perfect spot to be enjoyed from inside the dining room as well as the screened porch. This feature has so many details and 
waterfalls it is almost impossible to list them all, MUST SEE in person to appreciate!
 
STOP #4 | Zip Code 63127 | 8:00 – 10:00 P.M.*
Welcome to Fox Mountain Falls! This recreational pond is the owner’s dream come true. 350+ tons of weathered limestone boulders were 
used to create this feature. Several massive 9+ ton specimen stones were strategically placed to create scaled focal points. The pond mea-
sures approximately 120’ by 60’ and is over 8’ deep. A bluff was created with 8+ton specimen boulders that serve as not only a unique 
observation point but also a jumping cliff. A RainXchange system irrigates raised vegetable beds with a permeable paver patio and a custom 
bubbling rock. The deck has been upgraded with a covered pavilion.  A new feature has been added to this feature to increase the enjoyment 
of the space.  A shallow sundeck was added off the cantilevered patio.  This modern infusion blends spectacularly with the natural pond.   
A bubbling rock & spillway bowl add sound and visual interest.  New steps into the pond allow easy access to the feature and into the pond.   
A very cool way to merge modern and natural design that has to be seen in person to appreciate.

*Pond Central:  This is the final stop where the tour will conclude with food and refreshments provided by Nature’s Re-Creations.  
Bandana’s Bar-B-Q will be served along with dessert and refreshments.

Please join us for a fantastic evening of fun and nature as you tour some of the most unique outdoor entertaining spaces 
in St. Louis. This self-guided tour is a tremendous opportunity to see four special spaces that will make you gasp and 

keep your interest the entire evening. Below is a sneak peek of the features hosting this year’s Moonlight Tour. Please mark 
your calendars, tell your family and friends, and come out to enjoy this amazing evening with us. We look forward to seeing 
you on September 30th.


